Equipment Account Codes and Definitions

713200 – Individual equipment or systems (not computer) that has a value less than $1000

   Example: Shredders, small tools, small inexpensive lab equipment

713250 – Pass thru equipment

   Example: equipment purchased by the university for other entities that will be reimbursed back to the University.

713260 – Sale of equipment on-campus

   Example: Selling of a vehicle between departments.

713300 – Equipment (not computers) that has a value of $1000 to $4999.99

   Example: all general equipment to include tools, lab equipment, office equipment etc.

713350 – Art and collection with a value up to $4999.99

   Example: Scientific collections, art, paintings, wall hangings, etc.

713500 – Computers and peripherals that have a value of $1000 to $4999.99

   Example: computers, servers, raid servers, printers, monitors

713525 – Software with a value less than $100,000.00

   Example: All software purchases. Do not include license renewals, subscriptions. This is only for new purchases.

772300 – Individual equipment or systems (not computer) with a value of $5000 or more.

   Examples: vehicles, big lab systems, lab equipment, general equipment

772325 – Software with a value of $100,000.00 or greater.

   Example: All software purchases. Do not include license renewals, subscriptions. This is only for new purchases.

772350 – Computer and peripherals that have a value of $5000 or greater

   Example: computers, servers, raid servers, printers, monitors

772700 – Art and collection with a value of $5000 or greater

   Example: Scientific collections, art, paintings, wall hangings, etc.